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ABSTRACT 

 
Experiential knowledge is the domain of the technical expert. Derived from experience, experiential or tacit 

knowledge differs from a priori knowledge learned through reading or specification. Difficult to ascertain or 

describe, expert knowledge is the domain of knowledge management systems and the subject of this research. 

 

The systems engineering domain has been held accountable for a lack of elegance in system design. 

Resolving this criticism requires reducing the cognitive load of the performing architect, often in cases with 

little historical precedence. Although technology may differ, architectural historians argue that truly novel 

systems do not exist, as modern systems evolve from the debate surrounding older systems. If this perspective 

holds, a technique for harvesting expert knowledge from proven systems and packaging it in a reusable and 

archivable format could help reduce development risk, enable creativity and innovation, and address the 

criticism of inelegant design. 

 

This research introduces a framework for expressing expert knowledge derived from proven systems. 

Utilizing the architectural theory of patterns and pattern mining techniques, the framework articulates expert 

knowledge gained during the sequential development of a novel solution to a problem plaguing transportation 

grid electrification. Described using Systems Engineering techniques, the holistic expression of technical 

knowledge is intended for archival in a library of patterns. Such a library will serve as a cornerstone for 

advancing system design practices within the systems engineering domain, empowering practitioners to 

streamline processes, innovate with confidence, and drive transformative change through the strategic 

implementation of digital engineering methodologies. 
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